
 
OPENING INVITE 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   
     
OPENING 
Sat 9 April 2016, 7:30pm-9pm 
Live Concert & Party, 9pm – Multi Tati, followed by DJ Espen Iden 
Bergen School of Architecture, Sandviksbodene 59, 5035 Bergen  
 
EXHIBITION  
9 April–1 May 2016 
Thurs–Sun, 1–6pm 
Bergen School of Architecture, Sandviksbodene 59, 5035 Bergen 
 
 
Bergen Assembly has the pleasure of inviting you to the opening of Lynda Benglis’s Glacier Burger on 
Saturday 9 April from 7:30pm. Presenting a selection of Benglis’s ceramic works from the 
early 1990s through to today, the exhibition is framed by the spectacular former grain silo now inhabited by 
the Bergen School of Architecture. After the opening (free drinks), the celebration continues in the adjacent 
school cafeteria with a special act by Multi Tati at 9pm, followed by DJ Espen Iden. The party is co-hosted 
by SOBAS, the students at the Bergen School of Architecture.  
 
 



www.bergenassembly.no 

 
A pioneer of temporal, vernacular materials, audacious colours, and unapologetic sensory pleasure, Lynda 
Benglis (b. 1941, USA) has brushed wax, poured latex and phosphorescent foam, layered video, air-
sprayed metal, stretched paper, and cut up ceramics. Glacier Burger probes Benglis’s unique method of 
collapsing, bending, and beating machine-shaped rectangular pieces of clay into energetic forms, 
resonating with her previous engagement with folds and knots. The exhibition concludes on 30 April with 
Slithering Green, an afternoon conference inspired by Benglis’s ceramics and co-organised with Bergen Art 
Academy. 
 
The exhibition is the second module in a year-long series of meticulous reinstallations, displays of recent 
work, devil-may-care detours, and attempts at tracing material histories of Benglis’s artistic 
practice. Episodically inhabiting different venues throughout Bergen, this investigation is initiated 
by PRAXES. PRAXES is one of the three conveners of Bergen Assembly 2016 alongside the 
collective freethought and the artist Tarek Atoui. 
 
 
 
Bergen Assembly is a perennial model for artistic production and research that is structured around public 
events taking place in the city of Bergen every three years. 
Originating from the “Bergen Biennial Conference” in 2009 and its critical thinking around the biennial 
format, the Bergen Assembly seeks to devise alternative timeframes and densities for public presentation 
and perception today. The flexible model is reinvented for each edition, responding in particular to a 
perceived need for alternative temporalities of art production and experience within an oversaturated 
information culture, where attention itself is increasingly commodified and subject to pressure. 
Pointing to the multitude of practices in contemporary art and related research, the Bergen Assembly 2016 
offers three distinct propositions, expanded and developed in different temporal registers by the artistic 
directors: Tarek Atoui, freethought, and PRAXES. Exhibitions, live events, and publications are continually 
introduced and produced throughout the year, with a convergence of activities taking place in September, 
2016. 
 
Contact: 
Head of Communications 
Victoria Trunova 
+47 906 33 589 
victoria@bergenassembly.no 
 
Bergen Assembly 
Østre skostredet 5–7 
5017 Bergen 
Norway 
+47 55 33 00 55  
 
 

 


